### ASEAN

**ASEAN Summit**
- ASEAN summit: Is the bloc as we know it finished? – David Hutt | DW
- ASEAN summit meetings end | NHK
- ASEAN to admit E. Timor, continues to struggle with Myanmar crisis | Kyodo News
- ASEAN leaders call for timeline on Myanmar peace | Reuters
- Southeast Asia leaders struggle with Myanmar crisis at summit | Al Jazeera
- 2023 Chair Indonesia Wants to Show ASEAN Matters – Jayanty Shofa | Jakarta Globe

**G20 Summit**
- Key takeaways from the G20 summit in Bali | Reuters
- What is the G20 summit in Bali? Who’s there? And what are the top 3 topics on the agenda? – Nurhasim, Lubis, Ramadhani & Maqoma | The Conversation
- G20 summit indicates Russia’s growing isolation globally | Economist Intelligence Unit
- Most G20 leaders condemn Russia’s war in Ukraine at summit, some take different view – Ananda Teresia & Stanley Widianto | Reuters
- G20 leaders’ declaration condemns Russia’s war ‘in strongest terms’ – Nectar Gan & Rhea Mogul | CNN
- Indonesia’s Widodo calls on G20 to work to ‘end the war’ | Al Jazeera
- Indonesia hands G20 presidency to India | Reuters

**APEC Summit**
- As World Leaders Gather for APEC Summit, Thailand Seeks to Boost International Relations – Tommy Walker | VOA
- Apec’s geopolitics and geoeconomics – Thitinan Pongsudhirak | Bangkok Post
- APEC pledges to boost trade as geopolitical rifts hijack regional summits – McPherson, Kittisilpa, & Wongcha-um | Reuters
- Asia must not become arena for ‘big power contest,’ says China’s Xi as APEC summit gets underway – Simone McCarthy | CNN
- Prayut brings APEC summit to a close | Bangkok Post

**ASEAN and Myanmar**
- Will ASEAN Finally Change Its Approach Toward Myanmar? – Sebastian Strangio | The Diplomat
- Myanmar’s participation at future ASEAN meetings could be further curtailed – Chew Hui Min | CNA
- Myanmar’s coup is faltering. Activists want tougher ASEAN action – Zaheena Rasheed | Al Jazeera
- The Rift Between ASEAN and Myanmar’s Democracy Movement is Growing Wider – Minn Tent Bo | The Diplomat
- ASEAN leaders call for measurable progress on Myanmar peace plan | RFA
- ASEAN agrees to talk to Myanmar opposition | The Irrawaddy/AFP
- Critical eyes turn to Indonesia’s search for ASEAN special envoy to Myanmar | Jakarta Post

### Brunei

**Politics**
- Sultan lauds Brunei-Cambodia ties | The Star
- Malaysia, Brunei to explore potential for better ties | FMT
- Brunei Sultan receives Aussie Foreign Minister | The Star
- ‘Brunei must prepare for the next pandemic’ – Rasidah Abu Bakar | The Scoop
### Cambodia

**Politics**
- Hun Sen juggles global, regional politics – Kavi Chongkittavorn | Bangkok Post
- Let’s bet our political life, Lt Gen Hun Manet dares Sam Rainsy – Hang Punreary | Khmer Times
- After 5-year ban, Cambodian opposition politicians can rejoin the political fray | RFA
- Cambodia quietly trying to distance itself from China – David Hutt | Asia Times
- Cambodia’s modern slavery nightmare: the human trafficking crisis overlooked by authorities – Kennedy, Southern, and Yan | The Guardian
- How Cambodia’s scam mills reel in new “cyber slave” workers – Keeton-Olden & Nguyen | Rest of World

### Indonesia

**Multilateralism**
- Jokowi: Stop The War, I Repeat, Stop The War! – Rahajeng Kusumo | CNBC Indonesia
- G20 summit showcases stability Widodo has built in Indonesia – Phillips & Wang | Nikkei Asia
- Soft-Spoken Jokowi Emerges as Surprise Power Broker at G-20 – Heijmans and Harsono | Bloomberg
- Now it’s delivered on the G20, Indonesia can continue to lead as next ASEAN chair – M Chatib Basri | East Asia Forum
- Indonesia ‘good friends’ with US and China, can play role in reducing tensions: defence minister – Resty Woro Yuniar | SCMP

**Politics & Elections 2024**
- President Jokowi reminds Indonesians to choose caring leader | Antara
- Jokowi Tells Fans to Pick ‘White-Haired’ Leader to Secure Legacy – Norman Harsono | Bloomberg
- Ganjar’s Support Jumps by 10 Points in 20 Months – Heru Andriyanto | Jakarta Globe
- It's Prabowo's turn next as president, quips Jokowi | Jakarta Post
- Analysis: Megawati torn between Sukarno clan, party and national interests – Tenggara Strategies | Jakarta Post
- Anies Baswedan’s Run for President: Will it Provoke New Distinctions in Contestation? – Max Lane | Fulcrum

### Laos

**Politics**
- Are Laos’ New Railways a Solution to its Lack of Trade with the West? – David Hutt | The Diplomat
- 4 years on, some survivors of Laos dam collapse still waiting for promised new homes | RFA
- Inflation in Laos keeps mounting | Vietnam Plus
- What’s Driving Laos’ Debt Crisis? – Sims & Scali | The Diplomat
- Lao authorities seem powerless to stop crime in Golden Triangle economic zone | RFA
- The Precarious State of the Mekong – Nicholas Muller | The Diplomat

### Malaysia

**General Election: 10th Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim**
- Anwar, Opposition Leader for Decades, Is Now Malaysia’s Prime Minister – Sui-Lee Wee | the New York Times
- Malaysians celebrate Anwar Ibrahim’s rise to prime minister | Al Jazeera
- From prisoner to prime minister: The remarkable rise of Malaysia's Anwar Ibrahim – Heather Chen | CNN
- A Rival's Misstep Helped Anwar Finally Land Malaysia's Top Job | Bloomberg
- Malaysian PM Anwar builds cabinet amid raft of challenges from economy to US, China ties | SCMP
- No more appointing Cabinet ministers as a reward: Malaysia PM Anwar | CNA
- Barisan Nasional to support the Dec 19 vote of confidence for Malaysia PM Anwar | CNA
### Myanmar

**Political Situation/Coup**

- *Myanmar could face aid 'catastrophe', experts warn, after junta law change* – Emanuel Stoakes | The Guardian
- *Min Aung Hlaing follows former dictators down path of economic ruin* | Frontier Myanmar
- *Over 70 Myanmar Junta Forces Killed in Three Days of Resistance Attacks* | The Irrawaddy
- *Remembering 300 women and girls killed by the Myanmar coup* | Mizzima
- *Myanmar junta frees Australian economist, former UK envoy in mass amnesty* | Reuters
- *Sean Turnell says he 'could never hate Myanmar' despite spending 650 days in 'horrible' prisons* – Sarah Ferguson, Myles Wearring & Jenny Ky | ABC News
- *Junta holding Aung San Suu Kyi in a concrete hut in the jungle* – John Reed | Financial Times

### Philippines

**Politics**

- *Marcos Adopts Father's Project in Philippine Inflation Fight* – Ditas B. Lopez | Bloomberg
- *‘President’s trips seek to rebrand Marcos in int’l community’* – Julie M. Aurelio | Inquirer
- *China-Philippines relations: Marcos looks to Beijing visit, expanding ties after meeting Xi Jinping on Apec sidelines* – Liu Zhen & Amber Wang | SCMP
- *Why Is Philippine President Marcos Not Appointing a Health Secretary?* – Mong Palatino | the Diplomat
- *Marcos, Sara Duterte get high approval ratings in Metro Manila* – Janvic Mateo | PhilStar
- *‘We have stated our piece’: VP Sara on DepEd confidential fund after slash by Senate* – Arra Perez | ABS-CBN
- *US seeks expansion of military presence in Philippines* – Jim Gomez | AP

### Singapore

**Politics**

- *Enter Stage Right: The Choreography of Prime Ministerial Succession in Singapore* – Michael Barr | AIIA
- *Singapore: Politics of Succession* – Rochelle Angus | Asia Media Centre
- *Political contestation in Singapore here to stay, likely to become more intense: Lawrence Wong* – Ang Hwee Min | CNA
- *Singapore’s Wong cements prospect of becoming PM with party post* | The Star
- *Snap Insight: Lawrence Wong’s new PAP post cements future position as first among equals in the party and Government* – Gillian Koh | CNA
- *Governing not 'about doing the easy things', responsible opposition can't disappear when it suits them: PM Lee* – Tong See Kit | CNA
- *Increasingly cosmopolitan Singapore clings to conservative values* – Mercedes Ruehl | Financial Times

### Thailand

**Politics and Election 2023**

- *Old Wine in New Bottles: Political Parties and the Upcoming Election in Thailand* – Puchada Sirivunnabood | The Diplomat
- *Defections, mergers and mudslinging signal start of Thai election countdown* | Thai PBS
- *Thai PM Could Jump to New Party Ahead of 2023 Election* – Sebastian Strangio | The Diplomat
- *Smiling Prawit says PRPP, Ruam Thai Sang Chart virtually the same party* | The Nation
- *PM has aces up his sleeve ahead of poll* – Veera Prateepchaikul | Bangkok Post
- *Srettha Thavisin for PM? Why business mogul could be trump card for Thailand’s Pheu Thai party* – Jitsiree Thongnoi | SCMP
- *Trairong Suwankiri: Team Prayut’s secret weapon for the next election* | Thai PBS
### Vietnam

**Politics and Human Rights**

- [Vietnam’s unjust energy transition](https://www.globalwitness.org/system/energy-transitions/vietnams-unjust-energy-transition) | Global Witness
- [The Reality of Vietnam’s Energy Transition](https://thediplomat.com/2021/08/the-reality-of-vietnams-energy-transition/) – Kathryn Neville | The Diplomat
- [Hundreds of police descend on Dong Tam in an attempt to quash land protests](https://rfa.org/2021/04/28/202104280006.html) | RFA
- [Germany begins trial of second suspect in Trinh Xuan Thanh kidnapping case](https://rfa.org/2021/04/28/202104280002.html) | RFA
- [UN group calls for the release of political prisoner Tran Duc Thach](https://rfa.org/2021/04/28/202104280001.html) | RFA
- [Interview: “Freedom and democracy won’t come without effort”](https://rfa.org/2021/04/28/202104280000.html) | RFA
- [Xi Jinping Rolls Out the Red Carpet for Vietnam’s Communist Party Chief](https://thediplomat.com/2021/08/xi-jinping-rolls-out-the-red-carpet-for-vietnams-communist-party-chief/) – Sebastian Strangio | The Diplomat
- [Xi Jinping says China will build stable supply chain with ‘comrade’ Vietnam](https://scmp.com/business/energy-commodities/china/article/3068751/xi-jinping-says-china-will-build-stable-supply-chain) | SCMP

### Timor-Leste

**ASEAN Membership**

- [ASEAN agrees in principle to admit East Timor as 11th member](https://www.reuters.com/world/asia/timor-leste-asean-agrees-principle-admit-east-timor-11th-member-2021-04-08/) | Reuters
- [ASEAN Welcomes Timor Leste as 11th Member](https://jakartaglobe.id/business/asia-pacific/asia-pacific-timor-leste-iau-11th-member-asean) | Jakarta Globe
- [For East Timor president, ASEAN membership a lifelong dream](https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/timor-leste-president-asean-membership-lifelong-dream-2021-04-28/) – Kate Lamb | Reuters